OGUAA SDA PRIMARY NEWSLETTER


Ogua SDA Primary was commenced in January, 1971 with seventy two pupils and four teachers by the late Nana Yaw Duodu- the chief. It was man temporary by Mr. I.K. Owusu till Ms Serwaa got appointed as the headmistress of the school. It is located at Ogua, a suburb of Effiduase of the Sekyere-East District in Ashanti Region, Ghana. The structure was raised with joint efforts from community members, and well wishers through communal labours and donations. It was later officially commissioned by the chief through a durbar with colleague chiefs, opinion leaders, stake holders and community members in attendance.

The school has produced countless people in various field of endeavor because it instills in pupils the core values and skills necessary to succeed in this challenging world. The environment is also perfect for teaching and learning. After years in operation, Ogua SDA Primary now has one hundred and seven registered pupils and still counting and eight dedicated teachers.

Matching On 6th March Is Back Again. - Story by Mr. Joshua Opata

For some years now, Oguaa SDA School had not taken part in the match pass! But this year came as a surprise when the school was given a short notice to partake in the event. It left teachers with no choice but to have little over a day to rehearse. Using this limited time to rehearse and compete with neighboring schools that have been practicing for over two weeks was indeed a challenging task but the teachers were able to put up an enviable display at the event ground.

On the first day of rehearsal, the Head Teacher together with all the teachers took part. Mr. Opata on that same day came in the evening to have extra rehearsal with the pupils. The next day, a less rigorous rehearsal took place after school hours to prevent fatigue.

The event day finally arrived. Expectations from community leaders, parents, stakeholders and well wishers were very high. Pupils were led by the teachers to match through the community to Seniagya where the event took place. Upon reaching there, we were then asked to further match through that community before coming to the assembly ground for the actual activity. The Assembly Man of the area presented a speech followed by the match pass.
Sincerely, our performance came as a shock to all when we were called upon because our pupils performed to meet expectations and I can confidently say we were amongst the best. Even our Head Teacher became speechless. Expect nothing less. We are coming with full strength next year.

**Oguaa SDA Gets A New Head Teacher.**

Our dear school is now blessed with a new Head Teacher. He’s in the person of Mr. Panus Bentum, a product of Cape Coast University. He’s responsibly married, a Christian, very affable, result driven, team player and a leader.

Mr. Panus priority areas are to rebrand Oguaa SDA Primary School, increase pupils’ enrolment, and above all ensure pupils are equipped with skills and values necessary to succeed in today’s challenging world.

Oguaa Newsletter team is pleased to use this platform to warmly and officially welcome the new Head Teacher and we pray he succeed in all his endeavors.

**Learning With Technology.**

Where do I even start from? Long story short, our school has currently integrated electronic learning/e-learning during instructional times by kind courtesy of Open Learning Exchange-OLE with sponsorship from World Vision. To the left is a picture of pupils using some of the equipment during contact hours.